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mTKflDDCTTON
Importance of Cereal Qralns
Cereal grain erops are prodaeed in all tenperate, semi-
tropical and tropical regions in the world• These cereal
grains, eorn| oats, wheat, rice, etc., are used for hnnan food.
In moderately populated countries, such as the TTnited States,
Australia and Argentina, these grains are frequently converted
into meat and dairy prof^ucts prior to human consumption. In
densely populated countries, such as China, Kalny States,
India and the rhlllnpine Islnnds, these grains are more likely
to be consumed directly by the human population.
Fven in the more moderately populated countries many of
the cereal grains are used for human food. The most important
cereal grains produced in the United States are corn, oats and
wheat. Of the 1,547,663*<>00 bushels of oats produced in the
United States in 19^5 (9*1946,p.54), Iowa produced 214,440,000
bushels. This was 13.8 per cent of the crop produced In the
Ohited States. Oats are superseded only by corn in importance
in the state of Iowa,
Hrrvesting Procedures for Small Grain
Harvesting grain in the United States is a highly
meehanlEed procea« today. Two general procedures are used*
The older method of binding the grain into bundles and trans
porting the bundles to a stationary threshing rasehlne Is being
replaced by the more modern method of hnrvestlng the grain In
the field. The new method consists of cutting nnd threshing
the grain in one field or>erstlon with a machine known as a
harvester thresher or combine,
X)ireet oombiningi i.e. cattiiv and threshing in one opera-
tion, is practiced in almost all parts of the TTnited States.
The procedure requires uniform thorough ripening of the grain
and favorable weather condltiona during the harvest season*
Vhere these conditions are not found, pickup combining^ i.e.
threshing from a previously cut and dried windrow (or swath)
of grain, must be practiced. The process of cutting th«» grain
is known as wlndrowing.
Heasons for Wlndrowing Grain in Iowa
Iowa has all the conditions which promote wlndrowing of
grain as mentioned by Davidson (2,p.205)*
Where grain does not ripen evenly, or where
the growth of weeds Is heavy, the grnln may be
cut with a wlndrower or swather, and left in an
open windrow upon the stubble to dry before
threshing. ... In case of heavy rains, the
windrows may be turned for drying with a side
delivery rake.
The glacial drift which covers all parts of Iowa contains un
even soil conditions, resulting In uneven ripening of the grain.
-3-
Weeds ar® prominent «nd roln oft«>n causes lodging of th« grain
so It cannot b® eonbln^d directly. Th« affect of thesa adTeraa
eoi«SltlOT8 ean ba raducad or raMvad by tha propar alxidrovlng
ef grain*
Kaehinaa Uaad to Wlndrov Grain
Vaehlnea nsad to wlndroa grain ara of comparatively racant
daralopvent. Thay war«» developad as the combine moved from
vest of the Bocky Voontalns to the wldwestern states during
and following World Sar I.
^11 type vlndroaers are manufactured by several compan
ies# Figure 1 shows a pull type wlndrower which has bean usad
by Iowa State College slnea 1941. It has a 6 foot eat and
nakea a very tinlforsi windrow.
Tractor noiinted wlndrewara ara built by only a few eom-
panlaa. Figures 2 and 3 show two of these machinas. The
wlndremar in Figure 2, as advertised In the Farm Traplement
ffaws (39p»^)y is nade by the Aetna ristrlbutors. Ltd, of
Winnipeg, Canada. The wlndrower is swunted on the front of a
tractor and has a 14 foot cut. Since the slee of the wlndrower
should be approximately equal to the sire of the combine usad^
this wlndrower is too big for use in Iowa. The eofAinaa usad
In Towa have a 5 to ^ foot cut.
The traetor nonntad wlndrower, produced by tha H. D. Bnaa
Co., ^andota, Illinois, la a apeelal purpose aachlna designed
-4.
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Fig. 1. Allls Chalmers pull type
wlndrower.
Flg» 2. Aetna tractor mounted wlndrower
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to Tflndrow green peas. It has a 7 foot cut with a special
cutter T)ar and reel to handle the heavy tangled pea vines.
The machine Is heavy and cunbersorae as *aa ln*^lcated In tha
Afrlcnlteral Fnglneerlnir Pecort^ (6,p.64) which statesi
[rhe wlndrower was motmted on ... the rear
of an Allls Chalmers C tractor. One hundred and
fifty pounds of cast Iron weights were fitted to
the front of the tractor to counterIwlence tba
weight of the attaehaent.
As far as tlM author has been able to discover^ self pro*
pelled wlfidrowers are not being namifacttzred In the tTnlted
States at present. Mpure 4 shows a wln^rower built by a
farmer, Mr. Harold Folkert, near Allison, Iowa. The nachlne,
powered by a 9 horsepower single cylinder gasoline engine, has
a 9 foot cut. A central discharge Is used so that opening of
fields can be accomplished without knocking down grain.
Grain binders are being converted to windrow grain.
Figure 5 shOT» a binder which was converted by reiROTing th*
packers and tying neehaaisn. The grain falls off in a contin
uous stream, ramers, who are mechanically inclined, frequently
•Iter the frsfse at the irmer end of the platform to allow the
grain to for™ a windrow at this point. Plpure 6 shows a binder
converted In this manner. The use of converted binders as
wlndrowers has been satisfactory. This conversion mskes use of
an expensive, although obsolete, machine and gives the iBpleawnt
manuf»*cturera time to develop better nachines to windrov grain.
Converted binders probably will be replae«d by pull type or
tractor mousted windrowers ia the future.
-6-
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Fig. 3* H. D. Hume Co* pea windrower.
Fig. 4« Harold Folkert's self propelled
wlndrower.
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Flff, 5. Grain binder converted by
removing the packers and
tying mechanism.
Fig. 6. Grain binder converted by
altering the rear frame.
Courtesy of South Dakota Agr. Exp,
Station. Circular 3^. p.H- June
1940.
«»Sw
Wlnfirover Grsln Losses
Highly mechanized harvesting rai»thods fpeqaently cause
losses of grain. According to Peynoldson, et,al.,
"» » • the av^nrage harvesting loss with combines ^ harvester
threshers Is 2,6 percent of the total yield^ • • • and 6.1
percent for the binder [and stationary threshe:^ "
Sine# this stndy was direeted primarily toward the wind~
rowing of grain prior to conbiningf only the losses that aro
eansed by the wlndrower will be considered• They arei
1, The oT>enlng loss caused by running down the grain
by the tractor «nd wlndrower before It can be cut»
2, The wlndrowcT loss caused by grain being cut off
above a lodged head or the grain being dropped on the ground
ahead of the sickle by the reel.
The first loss which occurs on the opening round of an
obstructed field is the smt critical of the t«o« An ob«
structed field is one where fences, ditches, corn, soybeans^
etc. 9 are found naVlng it inpossible for the traetor to pass
between the obstruction and the grain field. This means that
the tractor ^st travel In the stfln<!lnf grain. When a pull type
wlndrower or converted binder Is pulle<^ beMirf a tractor, the
tractor wheels mat run down grain In the opening round boi-
cause they do not have stubble from a previous cut to travel
on. Figure 7 shows how a field is usually opened with a pull
type wlndrower* This operation leaves a windrow of grain near
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the fence where the combine cannot pick It up. The windrow
muBt be moved by hand toward the center of the field In order
that the standing grain which reaialns In the outside portion
of the field can be cut.
Since the perimeter of the field is the primary consider*
atlon In the opening less, It should be as stort as possible.
A square field is the most desirable because It has a shorter
perimeter then any other rectangular field for the same area
enclosed.
The use of contour farming as a soil conservation measure
Increasf^s the perimeters of the fields. Figure 8 shows two
4^ acre fields. One Is fl»t land pnd has a perimeter of 1
mile. The other has four contour strips which are planted In
osts. The perimeter of these strips Is approximstely two
miles. On an acreage basis the perimeter on the contoured
field is at least 4 times the perimeter on the flat field.
Benee, the opening loss is increased about four tisu^s on eon-
toured fields. Glover (4) found that a loss of 45.4 per cent
(see Table 8) occurred in the opening round of a field. This
loss accounts for 0.95 per cent of the yield on a 40 acre
square field or per cent of the yield on 40 acres as con
toured In Figure 8.
-11-
OATS
PERIMETER I MILE
CORN
OATS
CORN
OATS
SOYBEANS
OATS
CORN
PERIMETER 2 +MILES
Figure 8 perimeters of fields on flat and
CONTOURED LAND
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OBJCCTXVES
Thff obJeetlTes of this study vorei
1. To determine tho harvest ing methods used in to«a la
1^8.
2, To determine the percentage of field perimeters ob
structed by fences, corn, «tc.
To study the losses encountered with •erious »ethods
of oponiag fields*
4. To design a tractor •ountod windrovor suitable to
faming conditions in Iom«
5* To doteraine possible savings of grain by improved
harvesting s^^thods.
-13-
pnriFW OF LTTKBATTOK
Consl6eTabl« difficulty *as rncountered In flndlnr pub
lished •aterlsl related to wlndrow^rs end wlndrowlng methods,
Bftvlah (7,p*49) indicates that the slckl# speed for a combine
(or wlndroiw) sh«rald be 9«4 tmmt per second at 4,2 miles par
hour, BsMlah (7tP.89) also el*«s the platfom eanvas spaed
as feet per minute. Wlndrowlnt grain was occasionally
mentioned In maj^azlne articles, but no specific inforaatJon
was usually Included In the articles.
Barger (l,p.lO?) states the need for self propelled
wlndro*ers,
Self-Propelled Tglndroaers SSSSsi* obtain
the full benefits of self-propelled combines in
the Midwest, ee must have self-propelled vlnd-
rovers that lay the windrow within the cut. At
the present time it is estimated th^t 65 per cent
of the oat crop in Iowa Is harvepted by the wind
row method, ?fuch of this is being done with old
grain binders, Cojwiarclal wlndrowers of a pull-
type that deliver the cut grain at the end of the
machine are no better as far as the self-propelled
combine Is concerned.
Pig, 5 Illustrates a self-propelled wind-
rower built by Harold Folkerts, He has used this
sachine one season harvesting 100 acres and
opening fields for his neighbors. It is powered
with a'9-hp, single-cylinder engine and has a
9-ft cutter bar. Wr. Folkerts uses only 7 to 8
ft of the cutter bar width except on corners.
He intentionally wade the machine wider than
needed so that he could turn rounding corners
without leaving any standing grain on the turns.
It uses a double-platform canvas end the wind
row is placed within the cut swath. Ite is able
-14-
to cut el«an corners and by having the rear wh#«l
offsat It does not run over th« windrow.
Th« author did not feol that this machlna was the eompleto
answer to windrowlng problems. A self propelled vlndrower has
a power plant and a transmission system Incorporated In It which
will inerease the original and repair costs. The power plant
and transnisslon might possibly be nsed on other machinery dnr-
ing the season when they are not needed to windrow grain. This
Increased use would defray the InYestment cost over several
field op«»ratlons, A quick and practical method of mounting the
units would be desirable to pncourage the use of the power
plant on other machinery.
Rain frequently interferes with harvesting of small grains*
It is necessary to wait one or more days following a rain be
fore harresting oan be resumed. Table 1 taken from the 0. 8.
Department of Commerce Weather Bureau records (10,p.73) lists
an average of 8 rainy days per year for the month of July from
1891 to 1948. There w<»re only 4 y^ars in the 57-year-record
which had 4 or less days of rain In July. There were 3 years
where rain fell 12 or more days. The record Indicated that In
normal years rain will interfere with grain harvesting In Iowa.
Cereal grains are the most Important crops in Iowa. Table
2 gives the production of the various grains snd indicates that
oats is the main crop produced that will be windrowed. Table
3 ia a oompilation of oat production from 1934 to 1945*
-15^
TaM« 1
JUT Tftlnfall In lowi®
•01 laehfts or nor«
Tear DaT* J Tea* Days 1 Tear TiuyB
1891 8 1 1911 7 I 1931 6
1892 9 1 1912 10 1 1932 7
1B93 7 1 1913 5 t 1933 7
1894 3 1 1914 5 t 1934 10
1895 7 t 1915 14 f 1935
•
7
IB96 9 1 1916 5 1 1936 3
1^7 6 I 1917 7 1 1937 7
IB98 7 f I91B 8 t 1938 10
1B99 7 1 1919 6 1 1939 7
1900 9 1 1920
m
9 1 1«'40
1
7
1901 5 1 1921 7 f 1941 7
1902 13 1 1^2 11 f 1942 10
1903 9 1 1923 5 « 1943 10
1904 10 1 1924 9 1 1944 10
1905 9 « 1925 8 f 1945 8
1906 8 t 1926 10 » 19*6 7
1907 13 1 1927 7 « 1947 4
19^B 8 1 192s B « 1949 8
1909 10 1 1929 8 t
1910 7 « 1930 4 1
X
^Table reproduced from IT, S, Department of Commerce, Weather
Bureau. Climatologlcal Data. lona Section. Vol. 59- Ho. 7.
pp.73« Des Molnes, lo^wa. July 1948.
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Tabl« 2
Principal crops prodnead in Iowa In 19*5^
Crop Production in bushala
Corn
Onts
Soybeans
Wheat
Barley
Buckwheat
508,106^000
214,440,000
^4,848,000
^1,852,000
8^,000
98,000
l»Tabl« eonpllea from U. S. P«partB«nt of Aprlcul-
ture. Agricultural Statistics. 19*6# u, 8.
Oovernoent Printing Office. 194o»
Table 3
Oat production 193^-19*4.^
1934 4,682,000 Acres
1935 6,100,000 "
1936 5,642,000 ••
1937 5,913,000 «
1938 5,972,000 «
19'^9 5,016,000 "
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945*
5,178,000 Acres
5,^37,000 «
5,165,000 »
4,Q07.000 »•
4,%6,000 ••
5,499,000 "
®Table compiled from TJ. S. Departaent of Agriculture. Agri
cultural Statistics. 1936-1946. n. 8. Oovernment Printing
Office. 1936-1946.
•Preliminary
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snpv^y OF HAPV^ETTHO MH'HOCS
Certain background natwlal had to be known and studied
before the aathor could make an Intelligent evaluation of the
problem, A review of literature did not produce facta about
the extent to which grain wat wlndrowed In Iowa so a survey
was fsade to obtain the Infornetlon*
It was necessary for the survey to cover a large terri
tory In a tnlnl?nu5i of time# A randoa choice of fields frwa
the grain producing arpsa of the state was required to obtain
a »tatlatlc»lly sound result.
Method of Conducting the Survey
To obtain the Infonaatlon quickly and easily^ two automo
bile trips were nade froa Ames, Iowa. The trips covered at
randoa both state and county roads. The route was planned so
that dsta were not repeated for any portion of the trip. An
eatlaate of the acreage was made for each field Innedlately
adjacent to the road and the method of harvesting was recorded.
If It was possible to determine the equlrn«>nt used in wlndrca^-
Ing the Information was recorded.
Summary of Harvesting Methods
One trip was laade to Allison ^ Iowa, on Tuly 22^ 19^8.
•18»
Th® original data ar# In Appendix B, Table 12. The second trip
was made to Fort Bodge, To*s, on July 24, 194B. Appendix
Table 11 contains the original data for this trip. A conden
sation of the findings Is recorded In Table 4.
Table 4
Survey of harvestli^ sethods In lows
j Wlndroeed 1 Dlroet
1 Conbined
1 BotinA and
1 ThTMhud
Allison, Iowa, Trip
Ho. fields
Per cent
108.0
55.0
10.0
5.1
78.0
39.9
Acreage
Per cent
.ClH
CXI
"1:? 1670.029.5
Ft. t>odg«^ lona
No. fields
Per cent
40.0
42.0
10.0
8.8
56.0
49.2
Acreage
Per cent
1335.0
40.0
400.0
12.0
1640.0
48.0
Coabinctf T)ata
Ho. fields
Per cent
156.0
50.5
20.0
6.5
134.0
43.0
Acreage
Per cent
36?5.0
47.6
755.0
9.8
3310.0
42.6
The percentages are based on the nuBb#»r of fields known to be
harve??ted by each method. On the b«als of the number of fields,
the combined data Indicate thnt 50.5 per cent of the oats In
-19-
central lova were vlndrowedi 43 per cent were bound and threshed
leaving 6,5 per cent to be direct combined. On the aereage
bnalsi 47,6 per cent of the oats were wlndroved^ *2,7 per eent^
bound and threshed^ and 9.7 per cent were direct eonblned. The
acreage data show a higher direct conblnlng percentage than the
nunber of fields data. These data Indicate that direct corabin-
ing was praetieed aore on large fields than on sfnall fields.
A st^y of the percentages obtained on each trip indi
cated that there was a difference In the harvesting methods used
in different perts of the state. A statistical study^ of the
data showed that It was highly Improbable that the data taken on
both trips came from the seme statistical population. The 95
^Statistical analysis of harvesting methods data
TPirect iBound andi
Total!
Allison, lova, Trip
No, fields
Per cent
95?^ c.ujr
lOS.O 10.0
55.0 5.1
31-10?f
78.0
39.9
33-47*
196
Ft. Dodge, Io«a, Trip
No, fields
Per cent
955f C,L,*
48.0 10.0
42.0 8,8
32-52)f 4-16*
56.0
49.2
39-59*
114
Co«A)lned Data
No, fields
Per cent
95* C.L,*
156.0 20.0
50.5 6.5
44-56jf 3i-10i*
134.0
43.0
37-49*
310
•20-
per cent confidence limits of two Items out of three for each
trip would not contain the actual percentage obtained on the
other trip.
Summary of Wlndrowlng Methods
The original atirvesrs contained Information on the machin
ery used to windrow the grain. This information was not com
plete because many wlndrowed fields did not have the windrow-
Ing machinery In them when the survey was conducted. If the
equipment was observed| It was classified as being ai
1, Pull type wlndrower
2, Converted binder
3, Mower wlndrower
4-. Self propelled wlndrower.
The results of the data gathered on the two automobile
trips are in Table 5. These results Indicate that there was
a predominance of converted binders used to windrow grain.
The results based on the number of fields^ show that 81 per
cent of the grain wlndrowed was perforaed with converted
binders, 8.1 per cent with pull type wlndrowers, 8.1 per cent
with mower wlndrowers and 2.8 per cent with a self propelled
wlndrower. It Is the author's opinion that the latter two
^he statistical analysis showsi
Binders Pull Type Mqwst
Fields 30 3 3
Per cent 8l 8.1
95% C.L. 74-91# 2-24# 2-24# 0-10#
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Table 5
Distribution of types of elndrovers in Xo«s
Equipment
1 Ifttmber of fields i Acreace of eraIn
t Ho. 1 Per cent i Acres t Per cent
Binders
1
« 30
t 1
t '^l.O t 78^ 1 77.7
Pull type
1
t 3
t t
1 8.1 t 115 1 11.4
Mower
1
« 3
1 t
t 8.1 1 70 I 6.9
Self propelled 1 1
f 1
t 2.8 t 40 s 4.0
t
figures are higher than they should be. In the first ease the
mover windrover does not nake a windrow suitable for eonbiaing*
In the latter case, the wlndrower was a home made wlndrower
which probably would not have been Included In most surveys
because a special trip was made for the purpose of observing
this particular mschlne.
The results based on the acreage ahow that 77.7 per cent
of the grain wlndrowed was performed with converted binders^
11.4 per cent with pull type wlndrowers, 6.9 per cent with
mowers and 4,0 per cent with a self propelled windrower. A^in
it is believed that the last two items are In error for the
reasons stated above.
.22.
3wm OF OBSTPTICTKD FIFED PFRUffiTEBS
As stated previously, the opening losses for wlndrowlng
grain are the most critical. The losses depend on the length
of field perimeter obstructed by fences, ditches, corn, soy
beans, etc. Information relative to the obstructed perim
eters of fields in Iowa mas not found in a review of litera
ture. It was not possible to esloulate the probable loss du®
to opening fields unless this information mas known. It was
necessary to conduct a survey similar to that for harvesting
methods In order to obtsln the facts.
Method of Conducting the Survey
The survey was conducted by automobile on August 5, 1948.
The approximate dimensions of the grain field and the acreage
were recorded* Information obtained from fields immediately
adjacent to roads selected at random was recorded. Obstruc
tions such as fences, corn fields, soybean fields, ditches,
etc. were counted as obstructed perimeters. Hay fields, roads,
grassed watersheds, etc., were assuaed to be open sides*
Summary of Results
The original data and cnlculatlons are in Appendix C,
Table 13* A summary of the results is found In Table 6. Over
-23-
90 per cent of the field perimeter from 2^0 fields was ob
structed , Converted to an acreage basis for a 7 foot cut on
the perimeter^ 2»5 per cent of the o»t crop was affected,
Olover (4) found 45,4 per cent of the grain was lost In the
OT^enlnc round with a 7 foot tractor mower. These losses are
slsilsr to the losses to b« expceted fron a 7 foot pull type
vlndrower. One and oae«>tenths per cent of the grain was left
on the fields for this reason alone*
Table 6
Obstructed field periaeters
Totals
Openings
Per cent
Periaeters
939,546 feet
874,166 feet
93
Areas
5490 seres
139*6 seres
(7 foot cut)
2.5
•24*
prsiow
Justification
An aTperlnantaX tractor aoontad vlndrovar vas bnilt for
the follovlns reasonss
I* A properly deslfned vlndroeer wonld eliminate or at
least nake negllKlble the opening losses that occur vlth pull
type wlndrowers In use toflay.
2. A suitable replacement for the converted binder Is
needed in the future,
3. A tractor mounted i»indrower would be simpler In de
sign than a pull type wlndrower because It would not have
wheels•
4. The practice of throwing the opening windrow back
into the field by hand would be ellslnated because the wind
row would be placed within the width of cut,
5« Oat hay would not be made as an alternative to knock
ing down grain In the opening round of wlndrowlng a field,
6, The use of contour fanalng as a soil conservntlon
ruensure would be encouraged because the opening losses Rre
eliminated or reduced, rather than increased,
7, The use of the hydraulic lift nrna fouw? on the
new#»r tractors could be utilised to control the height of cut.
-25-
Study of Hoqnirenents
A wlndrower niust fit In with th«» combine and tractor
with which it is to be used. The field contaitlons must bo
eonsidored beforo a spoolfic design can be developed.
Combines used In Iowa eonaonly have a 5 to 8 foot cut.
The windrower should cut a swath approxinately that wide.
The eonbines that were to be used with the experiaentaX wind-
rower were a 7 foot self propelled and a 9 foot pull type.
The pull type combine had a left hand pickup. Both combines
mentioned above were capable of following a windrow with a
right hand discharge from the outside to the inside of the
field and of picking up the grain heads first.
Tractors for wlndrowlng grain should have a low horse
power rating for economical operation. The wheel spacing
should be adjustable as an aid to prevent dropping the wind*
row in a wheel track, A speed elose to 4 miles per hour
should be available for reverse as well as forward motion, A
lifting device should be available to control the height of
cut.
Among the tractors available, the Ford and the Ferguson
were the best suited. It was a relntively low powered tractor
fitting it to grain wlndrowlng. Both forward pnd reverse
speeds of 4 miles per hour were available, A hydraulic lift was
available for controlling the height of cut. The wheel spacing
-26-
was adjustabl® from 4S to 76 Inches.
Grain fields usually dry, smooth and firm when har
vesting Is performed» Therefore trouble would not be encount
ered In traversing the field. The field raay be terraced or
eontoured in sooe sections of the state, but neither of these
methods would not offer any meohanleal difficulties.
With the above in mind, the requirements for a wlndrower
could be outlined. They veret
1« Complete division and cutting of the standing grain.
2. Placement of the vlndrow on standing stubblp where It
would not be dropped In a wheel track.
3. Placetnpnt of a unlforn windrow vlthln the width of cut
4. Placement of the windrow where It would not be run
over by the tractor wheels when turning a corner.
5* Plaeenent of the straw parallel to the direction of
travel with the grain heads lying In one direction,
6« Placement of the windrow where It would not be moved
from the time of vlndrowlng until combined.
7* Cutting a square corner If possible.
Preliminary Sketches
Several sketches of designs were made satisfying the
above requirements for a traetor mounted wlndrower. Front and
rear mounting of t^ wlndrower on the tractor were considered.
«27-
Whe«l spaelniE was tried ftt both AB and 76 inches. The vide
wheel spacing was eliminated beeanse the clearance under the
axle on the 8l? Ford was not great enough to clear the windrow
when a high stubble is left in the field. Figure 9 shows the
sketch of the design that was accepted. It has the following
adwantaK«s over the other designs studied!
1. Sharper turns could be nade with rear nounting of the
vindrover.
2. The windrower could be mounted directly on the hsrdrau*
lie lift arns,
3# The tractor power take-off would be directly connected
to the windrower.
4, The reverse speed of the tractor was suitable.
In generali the construction of the windrower was
simplified by the rear mounting on the tractor.
Original Specifications
Vp to this point, only general considerations for wind«
rowing grain had been considered. IVow specific decisions cm
drlTes and construction were needed. These decisions were
placed in the for® of specifications for easy reference. Many
of the specifications for the eyperlmental tractor mounted
windrower were based on previous eyperlence with grain binders
and cof^blnes. The reel perlphial speed, sickle speed and
canvas speed were all based on grain binder experience. The
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vidth of cut was asternlned hy the si*® of combines cownonly
«8«d in tam* Th« vidth of th« platform ennras was detarmlned
by tha laafth of straw oa tha grala. Tha original spaclfica-
tioaa warait
Viath of eat 8 faat
Width of platfora . • 6 faat
Width of vindroa ...••••.•••2 faat
Width of platform canvas •••••••34 inehaa
Height of cut 6 to 16 inches
Weight 600 pounds maxloma
SlcVla driva ••••••••••••• Gobble plate and
cables
Platform canvas driva ••••••••V belt
Giekla strdka •••••••••••*6 iachas
Siekla apaad 9-4 faat par saeond at
4»2 milaa par hoar
Platform caavas spaad •••••••• 290 faat par aimita
Feel .••.•.•••••••••••4 slats - 4 foot
diameter
Beel periphial spead ••••••••• 105 per cent
groand speed
Beel drive •••••••V belt from rear
wheel of tractor
Vertical reel adjustment ••I to 25 Inches
above sickle
fiorisontal raal adjastmaat •••••• 9 inches forward
aad back of slckla
Coastraetioa •••••• Waldad alnmlBwa
Standard parts •••••••••••• Joha Daara
•30.
FraiMwork tsealgn
Th# arc framework needed for the experimental
traetor noonted wlndrowar was determined from two conaldera-
tloim. The physical sise needed to carry the component p«rts
such I9S the platfor« canvas rollers, bearings, guards, sickle,
etc., constitoted the first. The second aspect was the strength
needed to cnrry the loads Imposed on the wlndrower.
The platform framework was determined primarily by the
first consideration for physical dimensions. The sixes of the
slumlnuiB angles needed appeared to be in excess of the strength
requirements. Therefore, a stress analysis was not attempted
on this complex structure.
In general, the complex framework used could not be
br<^en down to simple parts for stress and deflection calculn-
tions. In the interest of material econway and light weight,
the rear frame was built with as small structural members as
seemed practical.
The upper connecting link bracket was the only part of
the rear frame that could be easily checked for stresses.
24S T aluffllnum, which this desipn was based on, loses its heat
treated strength when welded. Hence, it is no stronger than
24S 0 aluminum nenr the weld. The 24S 0 aluminum has a tensile
strength of 11|000 pounds per square inch. The "A" shaped
-31-
bracket shown In Flgur® 10 la loaded llk« a eantllavwr b«am.
It was fonnd that ?/8 by 2-1/2 Inch stock mad® In this
ahap« nnd welded to th© upper rear main frame would not carry
the weight of the wlndrower* A plate was placed In the front
edge of the bracket to reduce the stress to 70r» pounds
per 8<iusre Inoh In the metal.
An exanlaatlon of the framework failures listed la Tabl*
which occurred In field tests, Indicates that the weak alu*
nlnun welds were the aajor cause of the breakdowns. An
Inatlon of the welds showed that they wer<» porous and rough.
Sickle Drive Tesl^n
In the sickle cirlve, a continuous source of power had to
be converted to a hsrwonlc motion to c!rlve the sickle. The
most logical source of power was the power take-off of the
tractor. There were several meehanlsns which would produee
harnonle motion. The one chosen was the wobble plate because
the center of gravity of the wlndrower had to be kept as close
to the tractor as possible. Hence, the design shown In
Figures 17 »rtA 19 was developed.
laUOe J2l£i£ £J9£ JBSUt jSZlZft
The drive consists of a wobble plate, Incorporated In the
horizontal shaft, driven by the trsetor's power take-off shaft*
See Figure 18 for a cross section of this drive* A ball
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Flg. 11. Repair of the upper rear main
frame over the right hand
support bracket.
Pig. 12. Repair of the upper rear main
frame over the left hand
support bracket.
-35-
Flg. 13. Break In the tension member
over the discharge opening.
Fig, 14. Bepalr of the break In upper
end of the tension member.
-36-
Fig. 15. Repair of break In lower
end of the tension member.
Fig. 16. Upper support link bracket*
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bearln* »»• mounted on the wobble plate. The outer rsc# of the
ball bearlnf was connected by means of trunlons and a trunlon
fork to the Tertlcal shaft. This Inparted an oscillating
notion to the vertical shaft. This shaft In turn drove a
large dottble grooved cable sheave through a brass key. One
groove on this sheave drove the cable over tvo Idler sheaves
to the sleVrle drive plate. The other groove drove a counter
wplphtj by neans of a cable equal In weight to the alcklef In
the opposite direction to the motion of the sickle. This bal
anced the vibration due to the wotlon of the sickle.
Thfi wobble piste design was based on the force needed to
shear a 3/16 Inch structural steel bar if It were caught In
the sickle. This force was 1240 pounds. In harmonic motion,
the aaxlnm acceleration force required to reverse a l6 pound
sickle is 380 pounds at 5*5 revolutions per rolnute. with a 10
per cent frlctlonal less, the total force needed In the cable
to drive the sickle Is ISOO pounds. A wfety factor of 3 la
desired In the cable driving the sickle. A 3/8 Inch 6 by 38
wire cable was selected. The bending stresses over a 12 inch
cable sheave was 940 pounds. «hen checked inatheaotlcally, it
was found that a 3/8 Inch cable had an actual ssfety factor
of 3.2.
The naxlBun torque to be overcoaie by the wobble plate
drive was 10,300 pounds when a 6 Inch stroke was used on the
sickle. This value was used to determine the size of brass
shear keys, vertical shaft, trunlon fork, horlsontal shaft.
-40-
Bod horizontal shaft bearing mounting necessary in the drive.
At the end of one hoar of operation, the wobble plate drive was
abandoned•
The combined clearanoea in the bearings of the wobble
plate drive caused shook lo&ding* This in turn caused the
nltiftflte strength of the wobble plate to be eTceeded, Since
it did not Appear praotlcal to rebuild the wobble plate drive
with closer bearing fits for this Implement, the wobble plate
was replaced by the more conventional crank and pitman to
obtain harwonic motion.
jiiiaan zacksE Mm flrlYt
A 3 inch crank, i.e. diameter of the pitch circle, and
pitnan, as used on the International Harvester ntsaber 42 com*
bine, were obtained for use on the wlndrower. The crank was
welded into the horlzontfll shaft driven by the power take-off.
This drove the pitman which in turn drove the rocker arm as
shown in Figure 19» At first, it was believed that a 6 inch
sickle stroke was necessary to cut the grain off cleanly in the
field. The rocker arm was pivoted at point A, Figure 19, giving
a 6 Inch stroke from a 3 inch crank since 2 AT equals AT, As
In conventional design for grain binders, the sickle was not
counterbalanced. Ecniever, because of the light weight of the
erperimental grain wlndrower, the vibration from the 6 inch
sickle stroke was mrcesslve. The fulcrum point on the rocker
arm was then shifted to point B, Figure 19. Since BX equals
-41-
BTy m 3 inch stroke was dbtainsd. The redaction In the length
of stroke tofether with balancing the crank hy trial and error
reduced the vibration to a mini«ttm« After these ehanges were
incorporated y it was fotind that the field was out clean.
After the hainrest season was conpleted, the wood rocker
arm shown in Figure 19 was replaced "by a steel arm shown In
Flfrure 20, The rocker arm would have "been constructed of
aluTjInum if it had been available. The rocker arm was designed
for a constant bending moment. Thus the velfht and In turn the
moment of Imrtla was at a falnimum. This was necessary be
cause the direction of motion was reversed 1070 times a ainnte*
The sickle speed used was 4«46 feet per second at 4*2
niles per hour ground speed for a binder type of section as
sketched in Figure 21. If a mower type of section were used^
it is believed that the sickle speed could be cut dovn to 3
feet per second for a ground speed of 4,2 miles per hour.
Canvas Drive Design
The platform canvas drive reoulred a continuous dependable
power source. The tractor power take-off was the logioal
source, A platfors roller speed of 410 revolutions per ninute
was necessary to obtain a canvas speed of 290 feet per minute,
A crossed V belt was chosen as indicated in Fifure 23 to
obtain the correct moveiBent of the platform canvas. Take up
for the varying belt lengths was incorporated In the V belt
-42-
Fig, 19* Wood rocker arm*
Fig, 20. Steel rocker arm,
.r'
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sh«aT«8 Bine* they were Bounted on fixed centers.
In general, the operation of the platforw canvas was sat
isfactory, However, it was found that a speed of 385 feet per
nlmzte was necessary to throw the grain clear of bbstruetlOBS
on th« wlndrower. This was accowpllshed by changing V belt
sheaves. Two 6 Inch sheaves were used Instead of a 6 inch
shf^ave driving an 8 Inch sheave as shown In Figure 23,
In the fl^ld, the grain was carried around by the canvas
slats and wedged agsinst the platform at point A In Figure 24,
This in turn caused the canvas to slip on the rollf^r, Th«» end
of the platfora was lowered 1/4 inch and moved 2 inches to the
left. This, together with the Inere&sed eanvas speed, removed
the grain before it was wedged against the platforn,
Beel Prive Design
In the reel drive, power had to be picked up at soae
place to drive the reel so its perlphial speed was close to the
ground speed of the tr«ctor. Adjustment vas nee(led in the drive
to take care of the various positions of the reel in relation
to the tractor. The two practical sources of power to f^rive
the reel were the power take-off and the traetor's rear wheel.
The latter of these seemed the nost logleal because the speed
ratio between the traetor's rear axle and the reel shaft was
1,1 to 1, A sisiple V belt drive satisfied this condition*
Figure 25 shows the design used* A spring mounted idler sheave
was used In the reel ^rlve to keep the belt tlipht, and at the
CANVAS travels
CANVAS
2 -5-*^*-i; angle
c. 4
AS LOWER REAR FRA
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CANN!AS
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ORIGINAL DESIGN
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REVISED DESIGN
FIGURE 24 PLATFORM END CHANGE
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ummm tia^ allov vertical mov«n«nt of thtt vindrowflT. Tha tp**
elflefttieas for the spring arot
Typo ConprosBlon
Wlro CoW drawn. 0 z
11,500,000 potmds
per aqoBre Inch
Free length 33*9 Inches
Compressed length 10*9 laches
Pitch ••••••••••• 0,477 Inchea
Turns ••••••••• 71
Wire slso #10 W«M £ 0.135
Inch diameter
Mean dlaaetor of eoll •••••«•• 1» 5 inches
Load at 23 Inehes dofleetloa 46 pounds
As built, the reel drive «as Inadequate In two respects.
The T belt slipped off the drive sheave end the tightnor did
not have enough movement. The foraer could tmve been pre
vented by a deeper V belt sheave and a svay brace| the Istter
by a spring with the design specifications listed above. This
was not obtainable at the time the wlndrover was built.
Specifieations as Built
Width of cut feet
Width of platfora 6 feet
Width of windrow ,2 feet
Width of platforn canvas •••«.•• 36 inehes
Height of cut 6to2B Inehes
-50-
«*isht 250 ponada
Slekltt drlT* Crax^ and pltnan
through a roektr
arn
^atfom eanraa driva •••••••••V belt frxm
power take off
Sickle speed 4.45 feet per
second
Platform canvas speed »•••••••• 3B5 feet per
nlmite
Reel perlphial speed •••••••«•• 110 per cent
ground s^ed
Reel drive belt from rear
vheel
Heel adjvstmnt •«•••• •«••••! to 25 inches
above sickle and
9 Inches forward
and back froa
sickle
Beel slats « 4 feet
in diameter
Frame construction Arc welded alunl'
nun
Standard parts J^ohn Beere
Recotntieadatlons for Improved T^eslgn
Sifikii Sxlxa.
A frietion drive should be incorporated in the sickle
drive for nechanieal safety. Since there is not rooa to put
a conventional slip clutch in the power take off, a belt drive
similar to Figure 26 Is suggested. The spur gear drive for
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tha platform eanras would also reduce lnterf«»rcnce between
the grsla end the wlndrower a# the former Is thrown off the
platforn oaiXTBS*
SJB£l dClXft
The reel drive in Flgtcre 27 i« enggeated to ellnliwte the
troublesoHie points stated on page 49, This also reduced the
and effort needed to set up the wlndrower. The relation
between the reel speed and the ground speed would be maintained
since the power take-off has a fired speed relationship to the
reverse speed of the tractor*
Framework bracing
Figure 28 indleates the bottom framework as It should be
built. The diagonal bracing of the platform bottom would add
strength, tfetal straps would have to be used since angles
scrape the ground and break off.
jftrtffTUla sM
Arc-welded aluminum construction does not seem practical
at present for highly stressed portions of forw Implements.
Even under closely controlled factory conditions^ the welds
are not as strong as the basic metal. In general, the breaks
which will occur on the farm cannot be welded sueeessfully by
either the farmer or the local mechanic.
Bech^nical construction, i.e. bolts and rivets, for
WORM
a
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17 TOOTH WORM W-HEEL ON
REEL SHAFT
•SQUARE DRIVING GrIAFT
UNIVERSAL JOINT
RElAP.FeAt^OVORK
DRIVEN V BELT SHEAVE
-V BELT
DRIVING V BELT
SHEAVE
FIGURE 27 V BELT & WORM REEL DRIVE
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aloslznia can be successfully used for farm machinery. The
local repair of this type of construction can be easily accom
plished. The farner will appreciate the ease with which alu-
minuB can be cut end worked* The resistance to eorrosion
offered by alunimnt ean be a great saving to the nation's
agricultural industry. The light weight of alamlmnt nakes it
desirable for many applications slfflilar to a grain wlndrower#
Welded steel construction for the windrower would be
entirely satisfactory* The weight of the slumlnuM windrower
is 250 pounds, f^ince «any of the parts in the experimental
flMchine are steely the weight would not be doubled by the use
of steel throughout the windrower* A weight of 5^0 pounds
would not be object ioaable for suspension on the 89 Ford trae*
tor*
Proposed Specifieations
Width of cut . * * * 8 feet
Width of platfora 6 feot
Width of windrow 2 feet
Width of canvas ••*** 3^ inches
Height of cut •*••* ••6to28 inches
W#tight 500 pounds max-
inram for steel
300 pounds ffiax-
imum for alu!al-
nu9
Type of sickle Mower type sec
tions
•56*
Slckl. ^.<5 P®'
Slekle itroke • • 3 lncb«»
th« sickle through a
rocker arm.
Platform canvas sp««d 3®? f««^ mlnuta
minimum
Platform esnvas drlva • • • . . Gaar drive ^offl the
crank pnd pitman shaft
Beel diameter ^ slats - 4 feet diam
eter
Hmmt mrtmmA . . . 110 cent ground SBe«l speea minute
Beel drive helt to a worm and
ring gear reduction
Beel adjustment 1 to 2? Inches above
sickle* 9 Inches forward^
9 Inches back of sickle
A
Stabailgers •••••••••• Begular sta^llser or
built In upper support
link
Framework construction Bolted end riveted
aluminum or welded square
steel tubing
Standard parts Any reliable implement
manufacturer
-57-
TBACTOF^ COHTBOL tJBSiaW
A convenient and safe set of tractor controls were needed
to operate the tractor In reverse. The regular controls were
not properly located to rnn the tractor in revp^rse for long
p«>rlod8 of tine*
Bequlreneiits
The controls which arast be conveniently located and as
close to their normal position to the operator as possible werei
1, The steering
2, The clutch
3, The brake
4, The hydraulic lift
The ot>erator should be located where he Is safe from mov
ing parts and can see the wlndrower easily. He has to be
raised about 12 Inches to renove his feet from the tractor's
power take off shaft. Foot rests were essential to give the
operator a secure and comfortable position.
Design of Sn Ford Controls
Steering control of the tractor was accomplished by a
cable system. An auxiliary steering whe^l was mounted as
.55-
89«n In Flpurea 29 awS 30. A 2-7/8 Inch dla««t®r cabl« drua
drove a ''1/16 Inch ceble orer two l^ler sheaves to a 4-1/4
Inch diameter drum mounted on the regular tractor steering
wheel visible In Figure 31* "his provided enouph reduction
to prevent oversteerlng of the tractor In reverse. The cables
were crossed to get a mtrnal action of the steering wheel*
The elvtch pedal was amttnted so the operator** left foot
aetuated the elnteh* The clateh pedal shaft which acted as
the nomitlng for the steering idler pnllers passed from the
left side of the operator to the right. There a short arm
operated a cable. This cable moved a long arm mounted on the
regular tractor clutch pedal as shown In Figure 31*
Brakes were provided only on th#» rear wheel of the trac
tor on the operator's right. Figure 31 shows the pedal which
was actuated by the operator's right foot. If desired. It
would be easy to operate both brakes by elanping the regular
brake pedals together.
The seat was raised 14 Inches and reversed. This gave
the operator an excellent wlew of the wlndrower as well as
removing his feet from a dangerous area around the tractor
power take-off.
The hydraulic lift control was the only important control
which was not in its normol position relative to the operator.
The control was under the seat on the operator*® left instead
of th<» right. The extended handle on the regular hydraulle
lift control which the operator has his band on in Figure 30
-59-
Fig. 29* Quarter view of i^lndrower
showing tractor controls.
Fig. 30, Close view of tractor controls
-60-
ARJ^
Fig. 31. Close view of clutch controls.
' - *• ' 'It'.' ''"' 3
Fig. 32. Left hand quarter view of
windrower.
*61-
was conveniently located.
The throttle on th® tractor was not moved. It could be
easily reached for Its Infrequent settings by merely reaching
back to the regular steering wheel of the tractor.
It was possible to reach the gaar shift fron ths op«ra*
tor's seat for oeeasional changes.
Foot rests for the oparator were essential for comfort
and stability in travel. Ona was located on each fender as
shown in Flgtira 30.
Racomaeadatlons for 8N Ford Controls
The tractor controls shown in Figure 30 worked satlsfae-
torlly after they were Installed. The steering control was
difficult to Install and adjust properly so that full right
and left turns eonld b« nade« Figtire 33 shows an improvement
which has the following advantages over the steering control
used in Flgura 30t
1. Sase in installation.
2. Beraoval of obstructions on the regular steering wheel
for transport driving in the normal forward direction.
3. Cable movements are at a nlnlmum allowing a turnbuekle
to be used to adjust the tightness of the cabla.
4. The design insures that the Installation will be sueh
that full turns can always ba made.
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PPF.FQi^MAWCE OT THF GKATN WIWTPWFF
There vere several Iteas that can be considered In the
performance of the praln wlndrover* The sechanlcal performance
has been dlsetissed previously because it vas closely related
to design. The field perfornanee of the vindrover will be con**
sidered in this section. Field losses and windrow placement
are the standards which will be used to compare the tractor
mounted windrower with other wlndrowers.
Opening Losses
The opening loss is the additlonnl loss above the normal
shatter and windrower losses encountered during the first
round on a field. It is caused primarily by the wheels of the
tractor and parts of the windrower knocking down the grain
before it can be cut. In Table 8, Qlover (4) shows the open
ing loss encountered with a 7 foot tractor mower when used to
open a field. This loss is equivalent to the losses expected
with a pull type windrower or a converted binder. A loss
of 25.7 bushels per acre was found In the opening round. This
wss 45.4 per cent of the grain in the openln^r aren. A statis
tical analysis^ shows that the windrower and onenlng losses
A group analysis of the original data on opening and windrower
losses in Table 8 gives a "t** « 6.18, The probability of get
ting a "t" value this great or greater is less than 1 per cent,
Therefore, the two samples (opening losses and windrower
losses) very likely do not come from the same population.
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•ery probably dl<5 not com© from th« Bsme population. In Table
9 Qlover (4) glvc^a the losses for the experimental tractor
mounted vlndrover* The opening losses were 0,12 bushels per
acre or 0.26 per cent of the grain. Astatistical analysis^
shows that the opening and wlndrower losses probably eere
equivalent. This 1» an Indication that the opening loss has
been eliminated or at least reduced to a negligible anount.
Wlndrowlng Losses
Table 8 shows that the wlndrower losses on July 19» 19^8,
for a pull type wlndroweri were 2.93 per cent. Table 9 shows
that the wlndrower losses on July 27, 194^?^ were 7.33 per cent
for the tractor mounted wlndrower. The main reason for this
Increase In the losses was the extreme ripeness of the grain
on the latter date. For this reason^ we cannot make a direct
comparison of the wlndrowlng losses between a pull type wlnd»
rower and the tractor mounted wlndrower. However, It la be«
lleved that there should not be any appreciable difference In
the wlndrowlng losses.
Table 9 shows that the total losses by wln<!rowlng on July
27, 1940, and from combining on August 3» 19^® were 23.49 per
cent. Glover (4) found that the field which was combined
^A group analysis of the original data In Table 9 gives a
t a 0.153. The probability of getting a "t» value this great
or greater Is greater than 5 P®r cent from a series of sam^
pies. Therefore, the two samples very probably come from the
same population.
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direct on August 2, 1948, had a loss of 36«28 per cent. This
Indicates that It is better to windrow the grain and leave It
In the windrow rather than wait to direct combine It. Grain
harvesting should be accomplished prior to the first of the
dates discussed to prevent the excessive loss.
llndrofw Plaeenent
The plaeement of the windrow in the field is one of the
Roat critical erlterea on which a vindrower is judged. The
desirable characteristics of a windrow aret
1, The grain should be placed on stPndlnp stubble but
not in a wheel track.
2, The windrow should be of uniform dimensions at all
points.
3* The straw should be placed so the heads can be fed
Into the combine first.
4. The heads should be on the ton of the windrow.
5* The straw should lay parallel to the travel of the
windrower.
6. A wide, thin windrow la preferred to a narrow heavy
windrow.
The original layout of the windrower places a fairly wide,
thin windrow on the stubble where it will not be affected to
any great extent by the wheels of the tractor.
A uniform windrow was obtained by a proper relation between
the platform canvas speed and the reel speed. A little better
^8-*
than two pe«l slata would pass th« slekla In th» same tlms
Interval thst the canvas moves the length of the platform.
This assured the placement of at losst two layers of grain on
th«^ canvas at all times#
The experimental vlndrower was designed for use with a
pull type combine which had a left hand pickup or with a self
propelled combine. This allowed the combine to follow the
wlndrower from th« outside to the inside of the field. The
heads were fed into the combine first*
The placement of the straws parallel to the direction of
travel was a complex problem. There were at least five items
which had an effect. They werei
1. Ground speed
2. Canvas speed
3. Obstructions on the wlndrower or tractor
4. Dlscterge pan shape
5* Density of growth of the grain.
The effect of ground speed may be seen In Figures 34^ and
35. Figure 34 shows the windrow produced by a norwal tractor
speed of 2.8 miles per hour. Figure 35 was taken on the next
round In the same part of the field but the wlndrower was
traveling at 3.6 miles per hour. The latter windrow was more
ragged because the butts of the straw hit the stubble too soon.
The effect of canvas speed may be seen best In Figures 36
and 37 of the double windrows. Since the butts were heavier
than the heads they were thrown further. A slower canvas
Figo M,
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MndroB pioauC€^ at 2.3 miles
per hour with trapszoldal
shaped discharge pan.
-* >t,
^lg« 35« Mndrt??! pr^iucei ?.t 3*^ miles
per \ioiT ^ith trapezoidal
shapi&ed discharge pan.
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c>^
Fig. 36. Opening windrow In heavy grain.
m
Fig . 37. Opening windrow in light grain.
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apeed vould help. However, then the obstructions on the wind-
rower or the traetor caught the straw and changed its position.
The effect of projections on the windrow such as the plat
form canvas drive sheave cannot be shown plctorlally. Figure
23 shows the location of the canvas drive V belt sheave* This
sheave ronghened up the left edge of the windrow. A shield
was placed around the sheave to guide the strew and the canvas
speed was Increased from 290 to 385 feet per minute. These
changes threw the straw out further so that the V belt sheave
and the rear wheel of the tractor could not catch It, leaving
the windrow In its normcl position.
The shape of the dlscharg<^ pan was the factor with which
we tried to lay the straw parallel to the direction of travel
after we had fixed the ground and canvas speeds. The absence
of a pan produced a windrow much more ragged than the one
shown In Figure 35* A square pan, as seen in Figure 3B,
bunched the grain when the pan was too long. When sl^rtened
to avoid bunching the grain, it allowed the butts to slide
around similar to those seen In the upper half of Figure 36.
The free floating pan shown In Figure 3^ did not seera to have
any advantages over the fixed pan shown in Figure 39.
The trapezoidal shaped pan, shown In Figure 39, laid the
straw nearly parallel to the direction of travel In a normal
growth of grain. This is evident in Figure 34-. In heavy
grain the straw, as seen in Figure 36, was not laid parallel
to the windrow.
-?2.
Fig. 38. Square discharge pan In
flexible position.
Fig. 39. Trapazoidal discharge pan
in fixed position.
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Changes Incorporated for Better Performpnce
clparyMt
Field operation showed that there was not enough clear
ance between the tractor and the wlndrower. The difficulties
encountered weret
1* Disconnection of the power take-off shaft when the
vindrover was lifted to the high position.
2. Rubbing of the tractor tires on the pltnsn and the
canvas drive belt on a high lift.
3. Insufficient lift to pass over obstructions.
All the above troubles were corrected by rnovlng the wind-
rower out 4 inches and lengthening the power take-off shaft
an equal amount. Figure 40 shows how this *as acconpllshed
by Tseans of extension brackets*
Since a sway brace vas not used when the vindrover vas
first usedy the reel drive belt slipped off the drive sheave.
The senl-flexible links between the tractor and the wind-
rower allowed the letter to swing from side to side. This
caused an excessive fleet angle between the reel drive V belt
and the driving sheave. As a result the belt would cliab off
the drive sheave. Turning corners caused the belt to slip
off frequently because the wlndrower would swing all the way
to one side before it would turn the corner with the tractor.
-74-
Fig. 4-0, Extension mounting bracket
Fig. 41. Semi ridged upper support link
used for a sway brace.
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Flgnre A1 shows the seml-rldged upper support link which was
used to prevent the swinging of the wlndrower from side to
side,
Reeoimnendatlons for Improved Performene*
The itens needed for Improved meehanleal action have been
lirevlously discussed. Some of the Items which will improve
the performance of the windrower will now be pointed out,
Pl«eh«rge OB«nlM
The first change aiding the perforrafnce of the wlndrower
would be to enlarge the discharge opening. The present open
ing performed satisfactorily last suoner, but with a heavier
variety of oats clogging will occur. This improvement can be
accomplished by a change similar to that indicated in Figure
42. This will allow the grain to flow out beyond the 0 foot
width of the cut if necessary*
jasLXi .sMcfi
The second change is needed In the discharge pan. There
is a reserve of power and speed available with the BN Ford
tractor which could be used. Since farmers ere prone to use
both of their I a study should be made of the discharge pan
shape required to prodace an even windrow at higher speeds.
If this problem could be solved | it would be easy to make the
necessary changes for proper platform canvas, reel and sickle
cr
€
c
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UPPER REAR MAIN FRAME'
TENSION
MEMBER
P
PLATFORM FRAME
TENSION
M£MBER
J c
CUTTER
BAR
PRES£NT DISCHARGE OPENING
_ll. • ^ £
PROPOSED DISCHARGE OPENING
FI6URE42 DISCHARGE OPENING ENLARGEMENT
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speeds. The sickle end platform ccinvas speed In relstlon to
the tractor speed "would hsve to be reduced. The reel speed
vould autoraatleally correct itself.
Windrower
The third change needed Is in the aotmting arrangement.
The present arrangement is not ridged enough in the horizontal
plane and too ridged in the Yertical plane. To overcose these
difficulties an upper connecting link as shown in Figure 43
should be used. This link acts as a svay brace and eliminates
the horizontal movement of the *lrrfrower. The sliding con
nection allows the wlndrower to mov© up in case the rear wheel
of the tractor hits a ditch or small gulley.
v^'
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FIGURE 43 IMPROVED JPPER CONNECTING LINK
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COWTLtJBIOSS aud btcow^ndattohs
ConelQsloiui
!• A sMlX i»raotieal tractor mount»d vlndrowar with a
eantral discharte can ba built for farming conditlona la Iowa.
2, Tha opening losses In a grain field for a 7 foot trac
tor noiv«>r are 45*4- per eent. The opening losses for a trac
tor mounted wlndrower are 0.26 per cent.
3. Of th© small grain produced In central Iowa, 50.5 per
cent Is wlndrowed, 43 per cent Is bound and threshed, f^nd 6*5
par cent Is direct combined.
4* Tha grain fields In central Iowa are obstructad with
faneaa, corn, soybaans, ate., on 93 par cent of their perlna-
ters. This affacta 2,5 per cant of the field araa for a 7 foot
opening out.
5. A saving of 391*® railroad cars or 1,780,000 bushels
of oats In Iowa can be accomplished by an Improved grain wlrrf-
rower design.
6. The continuous driving of a tractor In reverse does
not meet any serious objections.
7. Arc welded alunlnum construction for farm MchlnMry
doas not appaar to be practical at this time.
^5*449,000 acres x 2.5 per cent acres affected x 45#4 per cent
loss T 39 bushels per acre average yield s 1,7^,000 bushels.
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Beeonnendat1ons
1* An inprorad tractor monntad grain windroacr shoold b«
bnllt taalng a atael franavork.
2. Tha prasent aluminum tractor nountad wlndrowar should
ba stran^thanad *»lth mechanical Joints and It should be f^lvan
extensive field tests,
3. A study of dlschargff pan shapes should be made to
produce a satisfactory windrow at higher speeds,
4. A survey should be Tsade every two ywrs to determine
the trends In harvesting methods* This can be aeoompllahad on
trips made for other purposes during th# harvest season.
A study of the problems encountered when mounting
a grain wlndrower on tractors other than the 8H Ford should be
made.
6, An extensive study of the op<»nlng losses with various
wlndrowers and procedures should be made,
7, A study of windrowlnjr losses with various wlndrowers
should be made,
8, A study of aluminum welding for the farm should be
made in an effort to Increase the use of aluminum In the mano-
fBcture of farm machinery*
-Bl-
STTMHARY
C»rMl ciralns are prodtieed In all regions of the world
for hraan and domestic animal food* Qraln la harrested mechan*
ieally by the binder thresher method or the harvester thresher
method In the thilted States.
Iowa's agricultural conditions are such that wlndrowlng
of grain Is advantageous. At present conv#»rted grain binders
and pull type vlndrowers perform this operation almost eTclu-
slvely. The openlr^ losses arc increased nt least four times
by the use of contour farming as a soil conservation measure.
Iowa produces about 160,000,000 bushels of oats annually
of which 1,030,000 bushels are left on the ground or harvested
•8 oat hay because of the laek of suitable machinery to open
grain fields properly. A tractor mounted windrower with a
eentral discharge will reduce this loss to a negligible amount.
The use of arc welded aluminum construction for farm
machinery presents many problems which have not been solved.
The field maintenance of machinery built from aluminum c?»nnot
be accomplished satisfactorily under present conditions.
The use of a wobble plate for a sickle drive on grain
windrowers is not practical. Any slack or deflection in the
meehanism introduces shook loads. A mechanical safety device
is needed in the crank and pitman sickle drive used on the
experimental tractor mounted grain windrower.
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Tractor controls for (driving In reverse for long periods
of tl«o can be slaple and conveniently located for the opera
tor. The original controls can be left for transport driving#
The 45,4 per cent opening loss encountered by the use of
a 7 foot tractor «ower can be almost entirely eliminated by the
use of a tractor aomited windroeer with a central discharge.
Losses similar to those for the noeer can be expected with a
pull type windrower and converted binders*
Wlnflrow placement in the proper wflnner is dlffieult at
high speeds# A trspasoldal shaped pan shoi*s Indicstlons of
controlling the straw in a satisfactory mpnner.
The semi-ridged mounting of a fsachlne on the hydraulic
arms of the 8N Pord tractor can be accomplished by the use of
Bimr braces. Knough flexibility is necessary for emergencies
such as running into a ditch or a gully.
Fifty per cent of the small grain produced in central
Iowa is wlndrowed prior to combining. Forty-three per cent
is bound and hsuled to a stationary threshing machine. Six
per cent is combined from standing grain.
Of the gr»ln wlndroeed in central Iowa, 8l per cent is
wlndrowed with converted binders. Only 8.1 per cent Is wlnd
rowed with pull type windrowers. The remainder Is wlndrowed
with miscellaneous machines.
Obstructions are encountered on 93 P«r cent of the perim
eters of grain fields in Iowa. About 2.5 per cent of the
acreage is affected by these obstructions with a 7 foot open
ing cut.
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AmWTH A
A eontlmmis •otlon •Icicle •Inllar to s band saw blade
wotiltf be the slnplest In eonstroetlM, An Investigation of
the frletlonal forces necessary to drive m band under wet coiw
dttlons was condticted. The original data and resnlts fro«
this Investigation are IncTnded In Table 10. Figure 44 shovs
the test apparatus nsed to deterwlne the coefficient of fric
tion Binder wet conditions. The east iron pulley was driven by
an eleetrle aotor. The spring scales indicted the t^^nslon on
both ends of the band. This type of sickle was abandoned
later beeause the benfling stresses were found to be excessive
on a 3 Ineh dlaveter drive pulley.
Run
Table 10
Coefficients of friction under dynaade
Conditions
l80® eontaet between east iron and steel
Tx t ^2 :Botation t T^^/Tg"
1 1 9»0 t 5.2 cw I
2 1 14.0 «
cw t
3 1 16.0 t 8.5 cw 1
4 ! 22.0 1 8.0 c* 1
5 t 25.0 t 9.0 C1 t
6 t 24.0 t 10.0 cw 1
7 t 30.0 1 8.0 1
8 1 33.0 « 9.5 cw t
9 1 3^.0 1 10.0 cw 1
10 t 38.0 1 9.5 cw »
11 1 35.0 1 9.0 cw t
12 t 29.0 1 9.0 cw 1
13 1 25.0 1 8.0 cw s
14 1 21.0 1 7.5 rw t
1^ 1 17.0 1 7.0
0.174
0.316
0.203
0.232
0.278
0.420
0.397
0.425
0.441
0.432
0.373
0,363
0.32ft
•60 POUND SPRING
SCALE
x20 GAGE SAW
BLADE
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WING NUTS
FIXED SUPPORT
-60 POUND SPRING
SCALE
WET BRUSH
applied HERE
S''CAST IRON
pulley ON 2 HP
ELECTRIC MOTOR
FIGURE 44 TEST STAND FOR DETERMINING THE
•WET FRICTION COEFFICIENT
^7-
Th# 6oody«ar Tlr« and Bobber Co. ( 5 |p«£} glT«a the foIlflW*
Ing tension formula froa which ve can calculate the coefficient
friction. Bun Wo. 8 Is used for this sample calculation.
Ti • T T. * 33 pounds
i^ii i, s « * •
"2 • "0 ^2 * poanfls
Te = 0.0
^llf * 2*71® ' as 2.7189,
f s 0,297
a s rsdlan
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APP5RDIX B
Tabl« 11
Original data on harvastlng nethods
Allison ^ lowa^ trip
Vlndro««d IDlreet 1 Botind St ppcnt 1 yptkwd
Grain Cofflblnad 1 Thraahad Grain t Unknown
10 Aeras 60 Aeras
t
t 20 Ae aa
t
30 Aerasi
in « 20 n t 30 40 « t
25 " 10 m t 30 20 •• 1
10 " 15 «• 1 30 15 •• t
20 •• 90 m t 60 5 •• 8
5 " 40 m t 50 30 •• t
15 " 5 M t 10 20 •• 1 Thla vas
35 " 50 N t 40 35 " 1 not takan
20B •• 5 M * 50 30 " 1 on this
20 " 20 m 1 40 5 - 1 particular
15 " 5 m t 5 15 " 1 trip.
25 •• 30 n t 30 40 " t
lOB " 15 If 1 10 5 " 1
30 " « 15 5 - 1
SOB " 1 40 5 " 1
15 - t 30 10 • 1
20 •• 1 25 30 " 1
10 " t 30 40 • t
2n • t 10 5 " «
30V - t 15 30 •• 1
40® " 1 15 30 •• 1
125 • t 80 20 " 1
10 " 1 50 40 " t
40 • s 10 20 • 1
1 10 20 " 1
25 " 1 15 5 " t
30 • 1 40 50 • 1
20 » « 30 15 •• 1
30 •• 1 40 25 * t
20 • t 10 5 " I
20 • 1 15 20 •• t
60B •• t 40 5 • 1
40 • t 40 5 " I
30 • 1 20 60 " t
CoBtlnoad oa naxt paf»
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Table 11 (Continued)
Wlndrowed Direct Boxmd &
Gfjiln Cnfflblnad Thraahed
10 Af;rea 15 Aerea
40 m 5
«•
25 m 10
a
5B m 30
•I
5 M 40 w
« 15 •
20 fi 10
n
20 • 10
It
40 II 10
m
15* m 30
m
406 P m 10
9
35B • 10
m
15B m 10
M
30 « 5
•
15 m 5
II
lOB m 15
m
40B • 40
H
30 m 5
H
40 • 40
II
206 N 30
•
15 m 40
m
25B m 25
II
•^0 m 20
m
20 m 40
m
15 « 5
m
3^
« 25 »
30B » 30
n
25 m 5
M
30B fli 5
It
40 It 15 ti
10 15
•
SOB « 10
n
30 m 20
•
6(9 ft 5^ M
20 H 15 It
20B fl 5 «
40 » 15 N
40 II 10
It
25B II 5
N
25B fl 35 m
10 •1 30 n
30
II 20 m
10 II 50 u
25 m 40
m
Hneut
QjalZL
10 Acrea
5
10
25
in
20
5
5
10
10
40
5
40
60
20
15
15
15
30
10
15
-^0
20
30
5
♦0
15
5
5
Contlnned on next paga
IJethod
.9^>-
Table 11 (Contlnaed)
Windroved s Direct 1 Bound A t Oaetit Method
OTftln t Combined t Threshed i Grain Uakacm
t
5 Acres t
s s
1 30 Acres t
15 m 1 s t
2^T • 1 t t
10 « 1 t 1
•^0 m 1 s «
30B » 1 1 1
40 * f s t
35 • 1 t t
5 e t t t
5 « 1 t t
15 m 1 s t
15 N 1 t S
40 « 1 t s
25* * 1 s t
40 * t 1 t
3W « 1 t t
20 « » t 1
15 • t t t
50 n 1 t t
3^ e 1 1 t
20 N 1 t t
10 « 1
t
t S
t i
M - mower
P • pull type of windrower
B • converted binder
SP • self propelled elndrover
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Table 12 (Continued)
Wlndrowed tlrect 1 Botmd A 1 Vncnt t \«ethod
Orein Co'^bined 1 Threshed I Grain t tynknovn
20B Acres
1
t 50 Acres
t
t
t
1 10 Acres
30 " « 5 - I 1 20 •
15 " » 5 " 1 t 20 ••
15 • • 50 " s S 20 •
10 •• 1 25 • I 1 35 •
40B " t 30 • t t 30 •
f 40 • 1 1 80 •
1 25 " 1 1 20 "
1 30 •• 1 1 25 •
1 25 " s t 40 •
t 35 • t t 20 "
« 5 " 1 t 20 "
1 10 " s t 50 "
t 30 •• t t 15 "
t 60 •• t 1
« If f . ,
P - poll type wlndrower
B • converted binder
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